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carlos santana''s supernatural legacy edition celebrates 10th anniversary with new 2-cd deluxe
set. a 10-year anniversary retrospective of carlos santana''s legendary album supernatural, the
supernatural legacy edition celebrates its release and the ten years since its recording with new
bonus tracks and unreleased performances. supernatural has sold 4 million copies and has been
certified double platinum in the united states. the legacy edition features a total of 28 tracks,
including remixes, b-sides, and unreleased tracks from the album''s recording sessions. one of
the new bonus tracks on the legacy edition is the original version of the track "peace in this
world", which was recorded during the supernatural sessions and later mixed into an early
version of "smooth" for the album. a 10-year anniversary retrospective of carlos santana's
legendary album supernatural, the supernatural legacy edition celebrates its release and the ten
years since its recording with new bonus tracks and unreleased performances. the legacy of
carlos santana is still hotly debated. santana has continued to evolve his playing and his sound,
creating new styles on his own as well as within the framework of the afro-cuban jazz -fusion. in a
studio, the group plays with equal facility with the greatest orchestras. in a concert hall, he has a
presence that electrifies an audience. i wanted to put a team of people on a mission to find a
different way to communicate the music. the result was the world's first custom-designed
production system: the santana superimpose. from the album supernatural: legacy edition,
compiled and remastered under the supervision of carlos santana himself. the album includes
new stereo mix and new 5.1 surround mix as well as the original mono mix. additionally, it
includes a digital booklet and extensive liner notes. the group has regained their original unity
and the sound is warm and round, without being too soft or too loud. the sound of the band is
very open and absorbing.
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the first santana song ever to make the top 40, the searing lp opener, "everybody's everything,"
was a cross between a chicago blues and a new orleans-style r&b. the psychedelic orchestrations
by the band's conga player, michael shrieve, were a huge factor in its success, making it the first
album to top the charts. the first single was "evil ways," which was released in 1969 and peaked
at no. 11. "everybody's everything" was released two years later and made the top 40, reaching
no. 29. santana's first classic album, satchurated, was released in 1970. the first single from the
album, "black magic woman," was no. 12. "evil ways" became a huge hit. santana's influence on
the rock music world was truly felt during the '80s. carlos santana's playing on his eponymous
self-titled album (as well as the follow-up, recorded in 1970) has been ranked among the top

guitar players of all time. his guitar work on this album is in a peak performance, with a dazzling
solo in "gypsy queen." the band's live album, live!'', was recorded at wembley stadium in london.

the band's third studio album, released in 1971, is considered a landmark of the fusion of latin
and rock music. this is also a live album, but has been reissued numerous times in the past few
years. the second of the two live albums from this period, 1972's santana iii was recorded at the

los angeles memorial sports arena on july 24, 1972, when the band was at its peak. the liner
notes state that the performance was intended to be a preview of their 1973 release, santana iv.
the recording was reissued in 1999. though the band's popularity was waning in the early '70s,

they still put on a fantastic show. the "black magic woman" solo is featured on the album.
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